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Abstract 

Map generalization is a traditional cartographical issue which should be particularly considered in today’s 
information age. The aim of this study is to find some characteristics about head/tail breaks which works 
as generalization method compared with the well known Topfer’s method. A questionnaire survey was 
conducted to let 30 users choose either of the series maps of both methods and the reason(s) for that 
choice. Also to test their understanding of the series maps histograms were added for them to match. 
Afterwards the sample results were analyzed using both univariate and bivariate analysis approaches. It 
shows that the head/tail breaks method was selected by 58%, compared with 38.7% of Topfer’s method, 
because of its simplicity. By checking the correctness of histogram question it also shows that those who 
well understood answers choose the head/tail breaks rather than the Topfer’s method. However in some 
cases, where the amount of geographical features is relatively small, Topfer’s method is more selected 
because of its informative characteristic and similar structure to the original map. It was also found that in 
the comparison the head/tail breaks is more advantageous in line feature type generalization than in areal 
feature type. This is probably because Topfer’s method changes its minority selection rule to half selection 
in line feature type, whereas the head/tail breaks keeps the scaling property. Any difference between the 
two tested scales, Finland level and Helsinki level, is not found in this comparison study. However, future 
work should explore more regarding this and other issues.  

Keywords: map generalization, head/tail breaks, Topfer’s selection rule, scaling property 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
A map as a traditional outcome of Geographical Information System (GIS) works as the carrier of 
information. It helps map readers to obtain information and the “useful information” can further transfer 
into knowledge (Bellinger et al. 2004). The way of map representation has a great influence on the way 
one absorbs knowledge from reading a map. Therefore it is necessary for the map maker to carefully 
design map in a good way so that readers could find out their desired information in a quick way. A 
traditional paper map is limited by paper size and cannot show all of the information in single layer. 
Usually it depends on the experience of the map maker to choose whether to retain or eliminate certain 
information based on its importance. It often takes the map maker great time and energy to make the 
choice of what to display and what to omit in maps. Nowadays with the development of computer 
technology, GIS and electric mapping bring convenience to the map making process. Information in 
different levels of detail can be shown layer by layer on the screen of devices. However, in the context of 
big data the choice of information to be displayed in every layer is still a problem. 

Map generalization is “the selection and simplified representation of detail appropriate to the scale and/or 
purpose of a map” (ICA 1973). Muller et al. (1995) defined it as “an information-oriented process 
intended to universalise the content of a spatial database for what is of interest”. It is a process which 
retains essential information while eliminates others usually when deriving small scale maps. There are 
two types of map generalization studied in the GIS literature, which are cartographic generalization and 
model-based generalization (e.g., Weibel and Jones 1998, Mackaness et al. 2011, Kazemi et al. 2004). The 
cartographic generalization deals with the generalization in the aspect of visual representation in a certain 
scale. It is also the typical one that people would think about when referring to “map generalization” in the 
past. However in the digital age there is a new kind of map generalization type, model-based one, which is 
intended to save digital space and improve the computational and communicational efficiency (Basaraner 
and Selcuk 2002). Compared with cartographic generalization, the model-based one is more time and cost 
saving by specifying the attribute of feature to some generalization levels and running the algorithm 
(Kazemi et al. 2004). A map generalization process could be complex, involving both types as well as 
cartographer’s intelligence. Although efforts have been made to automate and produce “on-the-fly” 
generalization (Cecconi et al. 2000), the fully automatic process without any human intervention and fast 
generalization still have a way to go, especially when specific requirements are presented by users (Sabo 
et al. 2008, Kraak and Ferjan 2011). However, with the development of Local-based services nowadays 
some mobile devices are able to show maps in different levels of detail depending on specific users’ 
purposes. In this context map generalization is becoming significantly more important and largely 
required. 

There are some common generalization operators, although their names may vary, for different 
generalization purposes (Kazemi et al. 2004), including simplification, symbolization, aggregation, 
classification, selection and so on (Shea and McMaster 1989). The different names of the operations are 
hard to unify, making it difficult for the map makers to conduct different feature type operations in an 
objective way (Davis and Laender 1999). Simplification means the process to simplify graphics, for 
instance smooth line, eliminate boundary points and so on. Symbolization, that is representing an object 
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with a symbol, could be either through representational symbols, which leads to mental associations such 
as a cross for a church, or symbols such as triangles, points and circles. Aggregation is to group together 
the objects with the same attribute. Classification is different from aggregation because it groups the 
objects with similar attribute, for example grouping both forest and grass to green area. Selection (or 
elimination) refers to reserve those necessary objects and remove the needless objects. In this regard good 
map generalization emphasizes key objects and omits unnecessary objects.  Therefore it is also important 
to find and reveal the inner relation of geographic objects.  

Good generalization needs to reflect the inherent structure under the geographic data (Buttenfield and 
McMaster 1991). It has been found that many geographic phenomena embody scaling property, or are 
scale free, which means there are far more small things than large things (Jiang 2013). There are far more 
small cities than large cities (Zipf 1949), far more poor people than very rich people, and far more cells 
than organs. Scaling property exists in both manual and natural geographic phenomena. This property of 
geographic phenomena deviates from traditional Gaussian way of thinking (Painter 1996). In Gaussian 
way of thinking all data are around an average value. This average value represents almost all values in 
this situation approximately. For example 1.7 meter represents a normal human height and an exam score 
of C represents the overall grade level in one class. However in geographic phenomena which embody 
scaling property there is hard to find such an average value to represent all values. For example there is no 
typical population size for a city. A large city could have a population size hundreds times than that of a 
small city.  

Head/tail breaks, primitively presented as a classification scheme, is said to follow the scaling property 
(Jiang 2013). It captures the hierarchy of data and represents the data in an objective way. This hierarchy 
of data is in accordance with transition from the least important thing to the most important thing. With 
head/tail breaks data are grouped based on their importances or necessities, which is in accordance with 
the map generalization process. Moreover, this method determines the number of classes and class 
intervals naturally. Thus the grouping is not influenced by individual subjective experience. Map 
generalization using head/tail breaks always retains minority objects from upper level, which also meets 
the essence of scaling property. There are far more unimportant objects to eliminate than important ones to 
retain.  

Head/tail breaks could be applied to both cartographic generalization and model-based generalization. 
Several cases studies have been done, for example simplifying British coastline and generalizing street 
and drainage network (Jiang et al. 2013).  In the case study of British coastline simplification, head/tail 
breaks was used for the determination of the thresholds of the distances from the node to the line based on 
Douglas-Peucker algorithm. The thresholds which normally were artificially determined were set to be the 
mean of the distance values in every level of detail. In this way the node which was smaller than the mean 
in every level of detail was eliminated and the node larger than the mean was retained. And finally the 
coastline was simplified and the pattern was kept. In the case studies of street and drainage network 
generalization the lines were eliminated or retained based on the connectivity mean in every level of detail. 
Thus the well connected streets or streams which were more important than less connected ones were kept 
in the generalization process. These case studies show that head/tail breaks is suitable for map 
generalization through simply removing the tails and keeping the heads.  
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Former researchers have attempted to build a mathematical model to summarize a universal rule for map 
generalization. Topfer’s selection method, which is also called the radical law, was widely recognized 
(Topfer and Pillewizer 1966). It is based on the findings of the relation between original maps and derived 
maps in different scales. The selection percentage could be calculated through considering some factors in 
both the original map and derived map (refer to section 2.2 for more description about Topfer’s method). 
In Stanislawski’s (2009) research 25% were remained from 1:24,000 to 1:100,000, which is very close to 
the percentage expected by Topfer’s method 24%. Although the method has drawn lots of attention, 
researchers’ enthusiasm has not been that high (Mazur and Castner 1990). One of the acknowledged 
disadvantages of this method is that although the method points out the percentage of selection, it doesn’t 
point out which objects should be selected (Robinson et al. 1984, Maling 1966). Former researches have 
shown that the method reserves more objects than the practical situation in the map generalization. For 
example in Joao’s (1998) study on a Portuguese map derived from 1:50,000 to 1:200,000 the method’s 
suggestion of reservation is about 50% while only 10% rivers and 24% roads remained. From 1:50,000 to 
1:500,000 the method’s suggestion of reservation is 32% while only 1% rivers and 9% roads remained. In 
another work of Mazur (1988) two river network maps of Ontario at 1:7,500,000 and Poland at 
1:8,000,000 were studied. The results showed that the reservation that suggested by the method was much 
higher than that of the observation.  

This study uses a questionnaire survey to collect the data in order to get more understanding of the two 
methods. For the data analysis both univariate and bivariate analysis are conducted depending on specific 
purposes. Univariate analysis is usually the first step that only concentrates on one variable among 
individuals (Cooper and Weekes 1983). Its aim is either to find some measures (mean, variance, frequency) 
for representing the variation of the single variable among individuals, or find the underlying pattern 
through grouping the similar individuals together. On the basis of the univariate analysis, bivariate 
analysis deals with the relations of two variables (Babbie 1992). There are some types of bivariate analysis, 
which are frequency table involving both of the variables, Chi-square test, Cramer’s V and scatterplot. 
The type of bivariate is depending on the variables’ data types, which include nominal, ordinal, interval 
and ratio, and the purpose of the analysis. There is also multivariate analysis that deals with the relation 
among three or more variables at the same time. 

1.2 Motivations and aims of the study 
Scaling property is found to be a universal rule for geographical space, and head/tail breaks captures this 
property with grouping and showing hierarchy. This is according with the essence of map generalization, 
which successively retains objects, for example, based on their importance. Besides，as head/tail breaks is 
a new classification method revealing the underlying structure of data and its applicability needs to be 
tested on more applications regarding map representation. It also requires more applications on different 
geographic features as a newly proposed generalization method. Previous researches have used head/tail 
breaks for several map generalization case studies, however, aimed to reveal the scaling property under 
the map generalization without any map scale reduction. In addition, the data used in these case studies are 
only using line features, no points and polygons feature. Also no study has been made to compare it to 
other methods with the same data to find the (dis)advantages of head/tail breaks generalization.  

The study is inspired by the fact of the contrast that head/tail breaks follows the natural scaling property of 
data which always reserve a minority, while the reservation in Topfer’s method is sometimes a majority. 
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In this study the majority reservation is referred to 50% or larger than 50% reservation in every 
generalization process. It is noted that the important objects always occupy smaller than, not even equal to, 
unimportant objects. In head/tail breaks the selection will never be the majority or half.  In this study two 
methods are compared on Finnish geographic features with the same data and scaling ratio (refer to 
section 2.1.1 for more description about scaling ratio). As the ubiquitous scaling property exists in both 
the part and whole, therefore this study is also performed on both Helsinki city level scale and for the 
country level to find out the differences among country and city levels. 

The objectives of this study contain:  

1) applying both the head/tail breaks classification method and topfer’s method on map generalization for 
five Finnish geographic features;  
2) examining (dis)advantages of head/tail breaks generalization method compared to Topfer’s method in 
both country and city levels; and  
3) discovering the reasons for the advantages/ disadvantages of the two methods. 

1.3 Structure of this report 
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 explains the theoretical background about 
the two methods, namely head/tail breaks and Topfer’s method. Chapter 3 introduces some procedures on 
data processing involving data description, boundary, natural lines and projection. After that, chapter 4 
introduces the methodology by applying the head/tail breaks method and Topfer’s method, illustrating the 
questionnaire and analysis methods. Then chapter 5 elaborates and analyzes the results of the 
questionnaire. As a conclusion chapter 6 presents the main implication of this study and also points to 
future work.  
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2 Theoretical background 

This chapter aims to give some basic concepts on the theoretical background of this study. Section 2.1 
explains the head/tail breaks by introducing related concepts and also an example of case study for its 
classification application. Section 2.2 elaborates the equation of the Topfer’s principle in detail.  

2.1 Head/tail breaks generalization 
2.1.1 Heavy-tailed distribution, scaling property, fractal and scaling ratio 
Values in natural phenomena often follow different types of distributions. Among them the most common 
one is normal distribution, or called Gaussian distribution. In Gaussian distribution most values are 
distributed around a mean value. For example if the exam scores in a class are around the mean value of 
80. There are less and less students whose scores are gradually higher or lower than 80. And there are 
seldom students whose scores are extremely high or low. In return the mean score 80 represents the 
overall learning level in the class.  

In contrast with normal distribution, the heavy-tailed distribution lacks the typical mean value to represent 
the overall level. In heavy-tailed distribution the number of ordinary, small and unimportant things is 
much greater than that of extraordinary, big, and important. If heavy-tailed distribution is shown in a rank 
size plot (Figure 1), X axis is rank, which represents the probability of occurrence with things most 
unlikely to happen ranked 1 and things most likely to happen ranked the last. Y axis is the corresponding 
values of the things, or called size. The accidental event has large value (i.e., headline news has large web 
click rates), while the normal things have small value. Suppose there are infinite amount of samples 
ranked from low probability (rank 1) to high probability (rank last) the right side of the curve will get very 
close to X axis. In other words, when the number of things increase, the values of things decrease 
infinitely. Thus most values should be infinitely small, rather than around a typical mean value. 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of heavy-tailed distribution in a rank-size plot 

Values in heavy-tailed distribution embody a scaling property, or scaling-free property. It refers to the 
property where there are far more small things than large ones. Scaling property is present in both 
artificial and natural phenomena. For example, there are far more small population cities than large 
population cities (Zipf 1949), far more low number connected roads than high number connected roads 
(Jiang et al. 2008, Jiang and Claramunt 2004), and far more low elevation places than high elevation 
places (e.g., Yue 2013). In geometry it is also referred as “fractal”, which means irregular and fragmented. 
A fractal graph essentially embodies scaling property.  
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The Koch curve is a classical fractal graph, referred to by the Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch. It 
is formed by successively replacing the middle third line segment with two sides of a regular triangle 
(Table 1). The length of the graph gets close to infinite when the iteration increases, the number of 
segments increases and the length of segments decreases. The length of line segments in every iteration is 
one third of the former iteration; thus 1/3 is the scaling ratio of this process. The Koch curve has a self 
similarity which means the part is similar to the whole, and a higher iteration keeps the visual impression 
of the former iterations. That is to say the former iteration could be the simplified version of the higher 
iteration, which is in accordance with map generalization. 

Table 1: Illustration of Koch curve 

Iteration Graph Length of the 
graph 

Number of 
segments 

Length of 
segments 

 
0 

  
1 

 
1 

 
1 

 
 

1 

  
4
3

 

 
 

4 

 
1
3

 

 
 

2 

  
16
9

 

 

 
 

16 

 
1
9

 

 
 

3 

  
64
27

 

 
 

64 

 
1
27

 

 

Scaling, or fractal, is found to be a general rule for map making, which involves map design, map reading 
and map generalization. Especially for map generalization this scaling property needs to be considered. 
Previous studies show little attention on scaling property, thus the scaling ratio of series maps is arbitrary, 
for instance 1/2.5, which should be avoided. The denominator of scaling ratio should be an integer, for 
instance 2, 3. Scaling ratio is considered to be the span of two hierarchies. For example the span between 
two hierarchies, iteration 0 and 1 is 1/3, by which the line segments are reduced. However, because the 
nature and society are well structured, the spans between hierarchies are usually not that large. Therefore 
in this study a scaling ratio of 1/2 is selected.  

2.1.2 A case study on head/tail breaks classification 
The aim of this case study is to elaborate the principles and procedures of head/tail breaks. Any of these 
geographical features can be used in this case study. For the sake of simplicity, here Finland’s roads are 
selected to be elaborated because the values are some small integers. The indicator for the classification is 
the connectivity of road (refer to section 3.1 for more description about the indicator for the classification). 
There are totally 71,395 natural roads (refer to section 3.3 for more description about natural road) in 
Finland with the connectivity ranging from 1 to 337 (Table 2).  
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Table 2: Seven partitions leading to eight classes of connectivity of roads in Finland 

Levels Range Count Mean In head In head % In tail In tail % 

1 1-337 71395 3 13671 19.1% 57724 80.9% 

2 4-337 13671 8 2988 21.9% 10683 78.1% 

3 9-337 2988 20 735 24.6% 2253 75.4% 

4 21-337 735 44 195 26.5% 540 73.5% 

5 45-337 195 86 59 30.3% 136 69.7% 

6 87-337 59 146 18 30.5% 41 69.5% 

7 147-337 18 228 6 33.3% 12 66.7% 

 

The first mean is 3, dividing the data into two parts. Those above 3 is called the head and those below (and 
equal to) 3 is called the tail. It can be seen that the head, from 4 to 377 occupies 19.1%, while the tail, 
from 1 to 3 occupies 80.9%. The head occupies smaller than the tail, which is a sign for a contiguous 
break. The second break is based on the head of the first break, from 4 to 377, with a new mean 8. The 
head and the tail occupy separately minority 21.9% and majority 78.1%, which is another sign for a 
contiguous break. The mean of 20 in next break again divides a minority 24.6% head and a majority 75.4% 
tail. It can be found that head/tail breaks is a process that contiguously breaks the head from former level 
with a mean value. This process stops when the head no longer occupies less than the tail. In this study the 
head with six roads in level 7 cannot be further divided any more.  

It is obvious that head/tail breaks makes the hierarchy of data clearly visible through. Every break clarifies 
the hierarchy once, with the tail acting as a background of the head, and the head again works as the basis 
of next break to generate two new hierarchies, another head and tail. The basis for breaks considerably 
decreases through the levels. Data can therefore be seen as a classification with thick bases and 
descending tops just like the pyramid.  

2.2 Topfer’s generalization 
Topfer observed large amounts of examples in map generalization and proposed his selection method, also 
called the radical law (Töpfer and Pillewizer 1966). This method specifies the number of objects from 
source map to the derived map. Through studying the relation between the number of objects in source 
maps and derived maps in a few examples, such as the length of coastline, the number of settlement, he 
figured out a formula that consists of several factors: 

57724

10683
2253 540 136 41 12 6
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n n C C M /M  

where nf is the number of objects in derived map, 
na is the number of objects in the source map, 
Cb is the constant of object importance, 
Cz is the constant of symbolic form, 
Ma is the scale denominator of the source map, and  
Mf is the scale denominator of the derived map. 
 
In the formula, the values of constant Cb and Cz refer to different situations in map generalization, for 
example, symbol size, the form of object and the importance. To make it easier the formula is simplified 
as follows: 

n n C
M
M

 

According to Topfer's explanation, x is 1 when the objects are represented as points, 2 when the objects 
are lines, 3 when the objects are polygons (Dutton 1999). For example, in this study C is 1 and Ma/Mf is 
the scaling ratio 1/2. Thus for point map generalization (e.g., bus station) the number of objects in the 
derived map should be selected to be 71% from the source map. In line map generalization (e.g., road) the 
number of objects in the derived map should be selected to be 50% from the source map, and in areal 
polygon map generalization (e.g., lake, settlement) the number of objects in the derived map should be 
selected to be 35% of the source map.  
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3 Data and data processing 

This chapter mainly concentrates on data preparation for the later generalization. Section 3.1 introduces 
the data source in this research, the OpenStreetMap, describes the initially downloaded data and selects 
the useable data from them. Section 3.2 elaborates the principle for selecting the area to conduct the 
analyses at Helsinki city level and Finland country level.  Section 3.3 illustrates a concept of natural road 
and natural waterway which is applicable in this research, and section 3.4 presents the selected projection 
for maps in this research.  

3.1 OpenStreetMap 
Normally the National mapping agencies and some map producers should have geographical databases at 
many scales to meet the different purposes of maps (Lee 2003, Kazemi 2003). This is a great challenge for 
them to store and achieve all data, especially in today’s age where more and more geographical data are 
also used in cell phone. Therefore it is a smart approach to maintain a single detail master database and 
derive maps for different usage and scales based on it.  

All the data in this study come from OpenStreetMap (OSM). OSM was founded in 2004 by Steve Coast, 
whose aim is to build a global database that is freely editable, modifiable and downloadable by the public 
(Ramm et al. 2011). By 2013 one million users have been registered in OSM and can collect and 
contribute data.  Numerous contributing users lead to numerous different data sources, thus one important 
topic on OSM is the evaluation of data. Even in the same country the data quality can be different because 
of different data sources (Sehra et al. 2014). Due to the heterogeneity of data it is always hard to evaluate 
the overall quality of OSM. For example, usually the quality of city data is better than that of rural data 
(Zielstra and Zipf 2010), but there are always some exceptions (Zielstra and Hochmair 2011). A research 
in Florida State showed OSM preceded proprietary data from TomTom (TeleAtlas) and Navteq when 
comparing the completeness of rural data (two indicators for evaluating data: completeness and positional 
accuracy). In return thanks to the numerousness contributors OSM data could be further improved. 
Therefore, for many geographical areas, the data quality of OSM is fully comparable with copyrighted 
ones.  

As can be seen from the downloaded package covering Finland there are eight categories of data, which 
are places, points, roads, railways, waterways, natural, landuse and buildings (Table 3). Among them 
places and points are point features, roads and railways are line features, and natural, landuse and 
buildings are area polygon features.  

Table 3: Data descriptions for eight categories 

Category Type Size Description 

Places Point 7,981 Cities, towns, suburbs, villages,... 

Points Point 186,840 Miscellaneous points of interest 

Roads Polyline 652,997 Roads, tracks, paths, ... 

Railways Polyline 10,196 Railway, subways, light rail, trams, ... 

Waterways Polyline 29,996 Rivers, canals, streams, ... 

Natural Polygon 125,900 Water, part, forest,... 

Landuse Polygon 85,520 Forests, residential areas, industrial areas,... 
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Building Polygon 479,829 Building outlines 

The selection of data for generalization is mainly based on a few points: the quality of data, the indicator 
for classification, the need for generalization and the quantity of data. Both natural and landuse data are 
not evenly distributed over entire Finland, which is caused by the heterogeneity of data sources. Thus 
when further checking the attribute tables of these categories some features which are in good quality 
were selected for map generalization at both country and city levels (Table 4), while those features which 
were nonuniform were excluded, for instance, forest in the natural and farm in the landuse categories. 
Moreover some features are good enough in quality while lack an indicator or attribute for classification 
(e.g., length, connectivity, area, population, volume of flow, historical significance, economic importance) 
(Mazur and Castner 1990), for example points, places and riverbank in this study. The indicator for natural 
roads (refer to section 3.3 for more description about natural road) generalization is the connectivity. 
Other features have different indicators, such as length for natural waterways and area for other areal 
features. The quantity of data is also a point to consider for the selection of data. A category composed of 
hundreds of features could have features that only have few objects. So only those features which have 
enough numbers of objects are considered, for example more than 5,000 in Finland level. It should be 
noted that the number of features should be enough both in country and city level. For example water in 
the natural category should be excluded because there are 61,473 in Finland level and just 109 in Helsinki 
level. Besides, there is no need to generalize some features like railways, especially in city level. In 
addition a few types of roads are also discarded because the whole amount of road is too big to be 
processed in the current software (refer to section 3.3 for more detailed description about road processing). 
Finally five features are decided, which are residential, grass, waterways, buildings and roads. 

Table 4: Selections of geographic features from eight categories 

Category/Feature Uniformity Indicator Need No. in Finland No. in Helsinki

Places Yes No N/A N/A N/A 

Points Yes No N/A N/A N/A 

Roads Natural roads Yes Connectivity Yes 71,395 48,673 

Railways Yes Length No N/A N/A 

Waterways Natural 
waterways 

Yes Length Yes 20,649 705 

Natural Water Yes Area Yes 61,473 109* 

Forest No N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Landuse 
 

Residential Yes Area Yes 22,030 1991 

Farm No N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Farmland Yes Area Yes 13,682 2* 

Grass Yes Area Yes 7,499 1,325 

Building Yes Area Yes 479,829 54,737 

* the number of the feature is too small for the head/tail breaks generalization. 
N/A means the description makes no sense.  
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3.2 Boundary of Helsinki 
It is a good idea to define the city border with a beltway. There is no need for the border to be the exact 
administrative division of Helsinki. However the border should define the city size either too large or too 
small. The border usually should surround a desired area where objects are dense, well developed and 
structured, for instance, the urban area. The selection of the border should make sure the scaling property 
could be shown in this area. In this regard, a beltway always goes around the city centre and thereby 
distinguishes urban and suburb. In this study a beltway is selected to be the boundary of Helsinki. Objects 
surrounded by this boundary are relatively compact, while those outside this boundary are discrete. The 
border shapefile for all features in Helsinki city level are therefore generated by this boundary (Figure 2).    

                          

Figure 2: Illustration of generating a polygon border shapefile from roads surrounded by the beltway 

3.3 Natural roads and waterways 
Axwoman 6.0 (http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman.htm) is used to generate natural lines from original 
waterways and roads. Axwoman is a powerful plug-in for the software ArcMap in generating natural lines 
and axial lines. A natural road is a self-organized road that is “generated from individual adjacent street 
segments which have the smallest deflection angles” (Liu and Jiang 2012). The principle of generating 
natural roads from a road network is breaking lines into arcs (or segments) from all the intersections, and 
then combining those arcs whose included angles are smaller than some certain value (according to the 
user setting). A natural road will also be generated if several arcs have the same road name. A natural road, 
rather than a free edited road by map makers, makes better sense when studying the connectivity and 
length. However in this study the number of roads is too large for the software to handle, therefore a 
reduction is needed. Five types of roads, residential, cycleway, service, footway and track are excluded 
from the roads layer because they are both short and numerous. Yet, roads in Helsinki can be handled and 
it is possible to keep the original number of roads without any reduction. After processing there are 20,649 
natural waterways, and 71,395 natural roads in Finland, and there are 705 natural waterways and 48,673 
natural roads in Helsinki. It is these natural lines rather than original data that are used in the subsequent 
map generalization. 
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3.4 Projection 
The real geographic world in 3D needs to be projected to a 2D Cartesian coordinates map. Projection is a 
fundamental issue in geography, and therefore different kinds of algorithms have been developed. 
Normally maps can be projected with length remained, shape remained, area remained and angle remained 
(Snyder 1987). The selection of projection should be made carefully with considering the specific 
requirements in the project. One projection method may be perfect for one project while totally improper 
for another one.  

The initial projection in this study is WGS 1984. It is a projection system that treats the earth as a spheroid 
and set the geocenter as the origin. WGS 1984 is widely applied in GIS map making and localization, for 
example GPS. In this study, however, it is transferred to Gauss-Kruger projection 
ETRS1989ETRS_GK25FIN. Gauss-Kruger projection is also called Transverse Mercator projection. Its 
principle is to project the earth surface to a cylindroid surface with the earth tangent to the cylindroids 
with a meridian. This meridian, called central meridian, and the equator separately constitute horizontal 
and vertical coordinates in the Gauss-Kruger projection system. In this method, “scale, shape, area and 
bearing are all projected with very little, if any, distortion” (Marko and Matti 2004). It keeps the angle 
correct and keeps the scale, shape and area correct in the central meridian. Therefore, long and narrow 
areas are ideal for this projection. With Finland lying between longitudes 19 and 31°E, the median 25 is 
selected to be the central meridian. Thus the Gauss-Kruger projection is selected in this study. 
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4 Methods 

This present chapter illustrates the methodology of this study, including the applications of the 
generalization methods, which are head/tail breaks and Topfer’s method, the questionnaire and analysis 
approaches (Figure 3). Section 4.1 mainly introduces head/tail breaks generalization in its practical aspects. 
Section 4.2 reviews Topfer’s method application on this study for both areal and line feature. Section 4.3 
explains the overall strategy, a questionnaire survey, and the design of it, and Section 4.4 explains the 
analysis approaches of the data collected from the questionnaire survey.  

 

Figure 3: Flowchart of methodology 

4.1 Generalization using head/tail breaks  
The head/tail breaks method is applied to five geographic features (Appendix A). The selection is based 
on the value of some indicator (attribute), area for areal features (building, grass and residential) and 
length or connectivity for line features (road and waterway). For instance, smaller area buildings are 
eliminated in every first generalization process and larger buildings remained to the end. In Finland level 
there are seven levels for residential layer, ten levels for building, five levels for grass, six levels for 
waterway and seven levels for road. In the residential layer 22,030 area values ranged from 0.00002 km2 

to 6.30 km2 which could be grouped into eight classes. In the building layer 479,829 area values ranged 
from 0.0015 m2 to 210,724 m2 which could be grouped into eleven classes. In the grass layer 7,499 area 
values ranged from 0.0000013 km2 to 1.72 km2 which could be grouped into six classes. In the waterway 
layer 20,649 length values ranged from 0.0006 km to 271 km which could be grouped into seven classes, 
and in the road layer 71,395 connectivity values ranged from 1 to 337 which could be grouped into eight 
classes.  

For each of these five geographic features, in every scale reduction, one tail is abandoned. For example in 
the residential layer the 83.61% tail is abandoned to get the first generated map. Then the 74.72% tail of 
the first generated map is abandoned to get the second generated map. Finally the 72.40% tail of the 
second generated map is abandoned to get the third generated map. So far the scales are big enough to 
visualize the patterns of the geographic features. However, the scale of the third generated map is too 
small to further generate any maps. In even smaller generated maps, the features could be replaced by 
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some symbols in order to fit their corresponding importance at those certain scales (Kraak and Ormeling 
1996). Thus in total three tails are abandoned to generate series maps in four scales. 

Generalizations at Helsinki level are also performed in order to reveal the underlying property of 
geographic objects at a more detailed city level. Another reason for performing in this level is to explore 
the area features in generalization, which exhibit as point features in Finland level (Appendix B). The 
same five geographic features are generated with comparison to those at Finland level. Five levels were 
used for the residential layer, eight levels for building, four levels for grass, five levels for waterway and 
eight levels for road. In the residential layer 1,991 area values ranged from 0.00017 km2 to 1.42 km2 which 
could be grouped into six classes. In the building layer 54,737 area values ranged from 0.7 m2 to 52,211 
m2 which could be grouped into nine classes. In the grass layer 1,325 area values ranged from 0.0000013 
km2 to 0.54 km2 which could be grouped into five classes. In the waterway layer 705 length values ranged 
from 0.0006 km to 6.2 km which could be grouped into six classes, and in the roads layer 48,673 
connectivity values ranged from 1 to 224 which could be grouped into nine classes.  

Compared with Finland the levels of detail in Helsinki were reduced for most features except roads. This 
is in accordance with previous findings when the system gets larger in terms of time and space, the scaling 
property gets clearer. In this study the system of Finland is larger than that of Helsinki in space therefore 
the scaling property is more obvious in more levels of detail. The reason for the exception of roads is that 
the data in Finland and Helsinki are not the same, in the Finland layer several types of roads were 
excluded. Thus the roads in Helsinki are fewer than the roads in Finland in quantity, but more in density. 
That is why the level of detail in Finland is less than that in Helsinki. Similarly a series of maps in four 
scales were generated for each of the five features where each generated map abandons a tail of every 
level of the head/tail breaks. 

4.2 Generalization using Topfer’s method 
As with the head/tail breaks method, the selection using Topfer’s method is also based on area for areal 
features and length or connectivity for line features. According to the radical law the scaling ratio is 1/2 
and the constant is 1. In this study the areal features, building, grass and residential selected about 35% of 
the former map’s amount of elements in every generalization process, and the line features, road and 
waterway selected about 50% of the former map’s amount of elements in every generalization process.  

This generalization process can also be reflected in the histogram (Figure 4). That is, for areal features the 
first generalization process selects about 35% (the sum of the last three columns) of the total amount of 
elements in the original map, the second generalization selects about 12.3% (the sum of the last two 
columns) of the total amount of elements, and the third generalization selects about 4.3% (the last column) 
of the total amount of elements. For line features the first generalization process selects about 50% (the 
sum of the last three columns) of the total amount of elements in the original map, the second 
generalization selects about 25% (the sum of the last two columns) of the total amount of elements, and 
the third generalization selects about 12.5% (the last column) of the total amount of elements. Both the 
Finland and Helsinki levels follow in the same pattern.  
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(a) area feature                                      (b) line feature 
Figure 4: Histograms of Topfer’s method for (a) area feature and (b) line feature 

4.3 Questionnaire 
This section is divided into two parts. The first part section 4.3.1 explains the overall strategy of this study, 
which is a questionnaire survey, and the second part section 4.3.2 illustrates the design of the 
questionnaire including the layout of maps and the proposed questions.  

4.3.1 Overall strategy 
The main aim of the questionnaire was to evaluate the series of maps that were generalized from the above 
two methods. It is still an open issue if or which evaluation method is applicable to all of the generalized 
maps. Because the quality of the generalized map has some vagueness that might be affected by many 
factors. The ideal for a generalization should be more than just one generalized product (Stoter 2009). 
Thus a universally acceptable evaluation is hard to determine. For example, Stoter (2009) proposed an 
integrate solution to combine three methods to evaluate generated maps in software, including expert, 
automated constraint based and visual evaluation. There are normally two kinds of evaluation for map 
generalization, which are quantitative and qualitative methods. A quantitative method measures some 
values, for example, location accuracy or density on the generalized map.  Although a lot of efforts have 
been made to normalize some framework (Peter and Weibel 1999), a universal measure rule for evaluating 
all purpose generalized maps is still unavailable. However, normally the map generalization is more or 
less based on map the maker’s subjective preferences, for example the aesthetics and the neatness. Besides, 
the usage situation could be very different among maps.  Even if a set of objective criteria is referenced, 
some of them may need to be adjusted to fit the recent usage situation (Ehrliholzer 1995). Nowadays the 
most common methods are therefore qualitative in nature. A qualitative method evaluates either for 
individual operations, for instance simplification, or for overall quality, for instance, poor, average, 
excellent (Kazemi et al. 2004). For assessment whether a description (systematic detection without any 
unambiguous) or a judgement (ambiguous grades) is made, its goal is to assess whether the generalized 
map is poor, average or excellent (Ehriliholzer 1995).  

For the qualitative evaluation method, a fast way to assess the correctness of the result is to ask an expert 
to grade the generalization (Ehriliholzer 1995, Stoter 2009). However sometimes the case is that the expert 
cannot comment because it is hard to grade the generalization based on just one question, thus a report 
including several questions might be involved. Often some criteria are listed according to the specific use 
and situation. In this study the user experience of the two generalized methods are of interest. Since the 
objectives of this study are to exam the performance of head/tail breaks and Topfer method in map 
generalization, to show the users some basic concepts of the geographical feature distribution in the area 
(not some accurate location), a survey is conducted as a research strategy. A survey is “a representative 
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selection from a population of a particular type” (Biggam 2011). It is usually accomplished by some 
interviews or questionnaires with a carefully chosen an amount of responders. The analyzed results from 
the responders, which are the empirical findings, together with the literature review, are then analyzed. In 
this study the performance, or the user experience of both of the two methods as generalization approaches 
is of interest. Therefore the advantage and disadvantage of the two methods are concerned. Also, how 
people feel like when they see the two method maps, that is, which they prefer and their explanations 
about why they prefer the certain method. In this case a certain amount of people are investigated to get to 
know their feelings. The target population is GIS-related employees and students who have been trained 
and have basic knowledge about map generalization. They have a high probability to experience the 
outcomes of a map generalization in GIS books, magazines, websites and software.  

In this strategy, the questionnaire is designed with the intention to get a broad view of what people think 
about the generalized maps. In contrast to interviews, a questionnaire is a more conductive way that can 
invite more people, even without the researcher’s simultaneous participation. The questionnaire is 
designed in advance so that every responder in this survey gets the same questions, avoiding discrepancy 
caused by the researcher’s tone or other mistakes. Also no records need to be made which may bring 
nervous feelings to the responders during the survey process because the filled questionnaires naturally 
show the answers.  In consideration of the fact that a batch of maps need to be shown, a web questionnaire 
is designed to save the cost for printing. Also, in a web way the questionnaire can easily overpass the 
responders to other responders with just an Internet address so to expand the scope of the survey. In this 
study 30 trained students or employees were invited by a list of email address.  

4.3.2 Questionnaire design 
The layout design of the series maps is accomplished in ArcGIS 10.0 (Figure 5). The head/tail breaks 
method was compared with Topfer’s method through a series of generalized maps for five geographic 
features with progressively decreased scales of Finland nationally and Helsinki locally. Note that the 
scales are relative scales, not absolute scales because in the software the generalized maps are put in a 
21×29.7 cm (A4) paper sheet. The actual size of Finland is 1,160 km in north-south direction and 540 km 
in east-west direction, and the actual size of Helsinki is 16.8 km in north-south direction and 12 km in 
east-west direction. The scaling ratio is set to be 1/2, therefore in each feature the scales of the four 
generalization series map were decreased by half. For Finland, 1:5,000,000, 1:10,000,000, 1:20,000,000 
and 1:40,000,000, and for Helsinki 1:125,000, 1:250,000, 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000. The original (not 
generated) maps were shown the largest scale, and the first generated maps were fit to the second largest 
scale and so on. The generalization stops in the 3rd generalized map 1.5 × 3 cm. The map size of the third 
generated map is too small to further generate any smaller maps. In even smaller scale generated maps the 
features could be replaced by symbols.  
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                                       (a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 5: Layout templates for generalization series maps in (a) Finland level, and (b) Helsinki level 

The colour scheme for geographic features is based on ColourBrewer 2.0 (Brewer 2014), with residential 
areas in yellow, buildings in red, grass in green and waterways in blue. ColourBrewer is a useful online 
tool for selecting colours for maps. The colour scheme for roads is from dark blue to red representing the 
hierarchy of connectivity. The aim of colouring the roads in such a way is not to represent the roads in 
conventional cartography but to reveal the scaling property, which is far more blue than red roads. Besides, 
conventional cartography, intended for tourist guiding, for example, would not show roads in such a small 
scale. In such scale if all the roads are displayed in the same colour the image will be in a mess. The 
background colour is set to be black to make the feature colour stand out. The width of line features (road, 
waterway) is set to be 0.1, and the outline width of area features (building, grass and residential) is 0.4. 
The outline colour is set to be the same with the fill colour.   

The online questionnaire is created and published (see Appendix E). In the questionnaire, first of all a 
general introduction of this survey is given to the responders. The aim of the survey is pointed out in the 
beginning and the details are shown as follows: 

This questionnaire will compare two different map generalization methods in two different levels, Finland 
at a country level, and Helsinki, at a city level. We are glad to invite you, who has been working or 
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studing in this major, to this questionnaire. Your answers will only be  used for scientific research to help 
understand the characteristics of these methods. 

Afterwards, the responders are given a scenario of using the series maps in this study, which is important 
for them to understand to make the choice. Because whatever map generalization is considered as, its goal 
is to set up what is interested by people (Muller 1991). It is significantly important for the responders to 
understand the usage environment for these maps. The aim of the maps in this study is not for showing 
detailed information but to exhibit an overview of some specific geographical feature. Besides that, a list 
of factors is displayed to show the maps’ context of use.  

Imagine you are browsing geographical related magazines, articles, websites or software, which kind of 
map generalization would you like to see in your paper, cellphone or computer? To help you understand 
the senario of this study, a few considerable factors in map generalization by Joao (1998) is related, 
including: 

The purpose of the map: exhibit the overview of the geographical feature (Not for showing specific 
information). 
The region(s) for map: Finland and Helsinki. 
The scales: 4 scales from 1, 1/2, 1/4 to 1/8, in which 1 represents the original map. 
Particular individual undertaking the generalisation:  no individual undertaking (no deformation is 
involved in this study but the selection of amount). 
The taste and knowledge of the user: basic geographic and cartographic knowledge.  

At the end of the introduction part, the content of the questionnaire is indicated and described: 

The following are maps which show some specific geographical features. The maps are generalized based 
on either area, length or connectivity (e.g., smaller buildings are removed in the very first generalization 
while larger buildings remain). Please compare the two series of maps in all scales and choose the better 
generalized one, and make or choose the explanation. 

Before the questions part, the map layouts of both Finland and Helsinki in the different four scales are 
displayed to give the responders an indication of how the series of maps are structured. There are totally 
30 questions, 15 questions for Finland level and 15 questions for Helsinki level. In every level, there are 
five sets of questions corresponding to five geographical features in this study. Each set has three 
questions, with the first question asking about the choice between the two methods of generalized maps, 
the second question asking for the explanation for that choice and the third question testing their 
understanding of the maps. Each set of these three types of questions constitute one page and totally there 
are 10 pages in this questionnaire. Responders can easily go through the questions by clicking “Next page” 
button. 

In the first type of questions, the two series of maps are displayed side by side to let the responders choose 
any of them. The head/tail breaks series maps are denoted A and Topfer method series maps B. The two 
series of maps are kept in the same size, elements colour and background colour so that the responders 
will not be influenced by these factors. Besides, a “not sure” option is added in case some responders have 
no idea of what the differences are in the two series maps and arbitrarily make the choice. The question is 
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generally given by some general hints so that the responders have the idea of what to consider. In this 
regard, a good criteria catalogue or hints are suggested to be as flexible as possible (Ehrliholzer 1995), in 
this case including: 

More easy to capture the feature distribution  
More easy to distinguish the feature concentrated areas  
More easy to perceive the proper space when checking the original map  
Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information  
 

The second type of questions are aimed to ask the responders to explain their choice above. This is also to 
ensure that they do not make the choice randomly. Compared with the hints before the first question, the 
reason options are more specific because their user experience is wanted more clearly. This is also aimed 
to understand and analyze their selection. The multi-choice question is designed in a semi-open way with 
a few possible reason options and an “Others” option to allow them specify their reasons:  

□Better visual fullness and more informative 
□Better simplicity and emphasis 
□More similar structure to the original map  
□Better consistency among generalized maps  
□Other reasons (specify please)  
 

The third type of questions is aimed to test the responder’s understanding of the generalized maps with 
histogram (refer to Appendix C for all histograms). The histograms of the two methods series maps are 
shown for them to match. The correctness of these questions show if they understand the mechanism 
behind the generalizations. Also, an “I’m not sure” option is added in case the responders have no idea of 
this question.  

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

4.4 Univariate and bivariate analysis 
Univariate analysis and bivariate analysis are two important approaches to evaluate the questionnaire 
results for this study. Univariate analysis deals with just one single variable and bivariate analysis deals 
with two variables. Univariate and bivariate analysis are separately used to describe the data and explain 
the data. This study conducts a questionnaire to get to know some characterises about the two 
generalization methods. Also, it will provide why each of the methods are preferred. 

The data collected from the questionnaire survey need to be analyzed in order to find out the 
characteristics of the two methods. For describing statistical measures for one single variable, the 
univariate analysis is conducted. In this study frequency is used to highlight which method, which reasons 
for that, which histograms, and so on. It is an effective way to describe the data by showing how the data 
is distributed instead of listing them all. 

For conducting the bivariate analysis, either the differences or the relationships are concerned. In this 
study it will be checked if there are any differences between which selected the right histogram with 
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head/tail breaks and which selected the right histogram with Topfer’s method. In this study, both of the 
variables are nominal variables, for instance, which of the methods is selected (A or B), and which of the 
histogram is selected (Right or Wrong). Therefore a Chi-squared test was performed to find out if the two 
variables are dependent or independent. If they are dependent a further Cramer’s V was also conducted to 
know how effective the dependence is. The bivariate analysis is also used to find out the reasons for 
selection of the two methods separately.  
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5 Results and discussions 

This present chapter mainly displays the results from the questionnaire survey and discusses the results. In 
section 5.1 the descriptive statistics are elaborated. Section 5.2 then further evaluates the answers of the 
selection by analyzing the histogram question correctness. In section 5.3 some further discussions are 
presented with also acknowledges some limitations in this study.  

5.1 Descriptive statistics for the questionnaire 
The questionnaire survey was conducted in about two weeks. The online link was distributed by emails to 
basic trained students and employees and finally it received 30 responders. The average answer time is 
about 14 min. This questionnaire asks ten questions (first type of question) to compare the two methods’ 
generalized series maps, ten questions (second type of question) for the reasons and ten questions (third 
type of question) for matching the histograms. Therefore the variables from the three types of question are 
all classified as belonging to nominal scales, which means just the name, labelling, word or letter of 
something (Stevens 1946), for instance gender, nation, language. First of all, a data cleaning was 
considered to “detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality 
of data” (Rahm and Do 2000). As for this study, the inconsistencies are in conflict if the responder selects 
“Not sure” for the first type of question whilst selects a reason other than “Other reasons”. The selected 
reasons are thus considered as insignificant and should be removed in the later analysis. In this regard ten 
selections on reasons for insignificantly explaining “Not sure” option (refer to Appendix D for the 
complete reason table) were excluded in the later analysis.  

Among these ten first type of questions for 30 responders or totally 300 variables, the frequency for 
head/tail breaks series maps A is 174 (58%), the frequency for Topfer method series maps B is 116 
(38.7%), and the frequency for “Not sure” is 10 (3.3%) (Table 5). In order to find out the reason for 
selecting head/tail breaks method and Topfer method, a bivariable analysis was conducted (Appendix D). 
This bivariable analysis concerns the reason(s) for their selection of either head/tail breaks, Topfer’s 
method or Not sure.  The most common reason for selecting head/tail breaks series maps A is “Better 
simplicity and emphasis”. The reasons for selecting Topfer method are quite varied. That is, the highest 
percentage reasons are not consistently the same. There are four specified other reasons, which are “not 
sure”, “not sure”, “cannot find out anything” for the building in Helsinki level and “same” for waterway in 
Helsinki level. All these specified reasons indicate that the responders are not sure about the difference 
between the two series maps. 

In most of the comparative series maps the frequency of head/tail breaks is higher than that of Topfer 
method, except grass in both Finland and Helsinki levels and residential in Helsinki level. For these three 
specific features, the most common reasons for selecting Topfer method are “Better visual fullness and 
more informative” and “More similar structure to the original map”. The amounts of the objects for these 
three features are also very small compared with that of other features (see No. in Finland and No. in 
Helsinki in Table 4). This indicates that when the amount of feature is very small, people will unchoose 
head/tail breaks for a less informative map and regard it as less presevable to the original map’s structure. 
However there are only five features in country level and five features in city level, which are not enough 
as a set of samples to do a correlation test between the amount of feature and the frequencies of the 
methods. When checking the head/tail breaks tables for these features (Appendix A), the numbers of  
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Table 5: Descriptive statistics of the survey samples, for method A head/tail breaks and method B Topfer’s 

Finland Helsinki Feature Total 

  Option Freq Perc Option Freq Perc Option Freq Perc 

Building 

A 15 50% A 20 66.7% A 35 58.3%

B 14 46.7% B 6 20% B 20 33.3%

Not sure 1 3.3% Not sure 4 13.3% Not sure 5 8.3%

Grass 

A 11 36.7% A 10 33.3% A 21 35%

B 19 63.3% B 19 63.3% B 38 63.3%

Not sure 0 0% Not sure 1 3.3% Not sure 1 1.7%

Residential 

A 18 60% A 12 40% A 30 50%

B 12 40% B 18 60% B 30 50%

Not sure 0 0% Not sure 0 0% Not sure 0 0%

Road 

A 23 76.7% A 22 73.3% A 45 75%

B 7 23.3% B 7 23.3% B 14 23.3%

Not sure 0 0% Not sure 1 3.3% Not sure 1 1.7%

Waterway 

A 23 76.70% A 20 66.70% A 43 71.70%

B 7 23.30% B 7 23.30% B 14 23.30%

Not sure 0 0% Not sure 3 10% Not sure 3 5%

Finland total 

A 90 60% A 84 56% A 174 58%

B 59 39.30% B 57 38% B 116 38.70%

Not sure 1 0.70% Not sure 9 6% Not sure 10 3.30%

 

objects decrease largely (about 87%) through the generalization processes. The decrease in head/tail 
breaks is more rapid than in Topfer’s method. Figure 6 shows a comparison of histograms. The value 
intervals show how the values are grouped (or broken). For head/tail breaks the value is classified from 
the mean values, while for Topfer’s method the value is interrupted where the object amount reaches 
certain value (e.g., 50%). For the frequency axis, head/tail breaks shows more dramatic decrease than 
Topfer’s method. Finally after three times drops (by level 4 in Appendix A) only 40 polygons are left with 
Finland grass, 24 left in Helsinki and 23 in Helsinki residential. This might explain why responders did 
not select the head/tail breaks method in these features. 
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(a) Head/tail breaks 

 

 (b) Topfer’s method            

Figure 6: Histograms of residential areas in Helsinki level, using (a) head/tail breaks and (b) Topfer’s 
method 

Also for the building layer in Finland level, the frequencies of the methods are quite equivalent, which are 
15 and 14. The reasons for head/tail choices focus on “Better simplicity and emphasis”. But the reasons 
for Topfer’s choices are also mainly in “Better simplicity and emphasis” which is quite strange because in 
terms of data structure it is less simplified than the other method. The amount of features in Finland 
building layer is the largest of all and also the scale is in a country level, which indicates that the objects 
might be too crowded to distinguish in such a small scale.  Therefore responders selected the two methods 
equivalently and also even thought Topfer’s method had better simplicity.   

If the amount of a feature is a limitation for the head/tail breaks method, then some feature eliminations 
are considered (Table 6). For example, after eliminating features that might have small amount problem 
for head/tail breaks, which are grass in both Finland and Helsinki levels and residential in Helsinki level, 
the head/tail breaks becomes  141 (67.1%) out of 210 voted,  Topfer’s method becomes 60 (28.6%) voted 
and Not sure 9 (4.3%). After eliminating features that might have a large amount problem for head/tail 
breaks, which is building in Finland level, the head/tail breaks becomes 159 (58.9%) out of 270 selected, 
Topfer’s method becomes 102 (37.8%) selected and Not sure 8 (3.3%). After eliminating feature that 
might have both of the above amount problems for head/tail breaks, head/tail breaks becomes 126 (70%) 
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out of 180 voted, Topfer’s method becomes 46 (25.6%) voted and Not sure 8 (4.4%). Compared with the 
overall features 58% for head/tail breaks and 38.7% for Topfer’s method and 3.3% for Not sure, the 
selection is more preferable to head/tail breaks after eliminations. If the limitation range is found, where 
features are neither too small amounted nor large amounted, head/tail breaks is perhaps of advantage 
compared to the Topfer’s method.   

Table 6: Descriptive statistics of the survey after feature eliminations  

Elimination Option Frequency/Total Percent 

Eliminating small amount 
features 

A 
B 
Not sure 

141/210
60/210
9/210

67.1% 
28.6% 

4.3% 

Eliminating large amount 
feature 

A 
B 
Not sure 

159/270
102/270

8/270

58.9% 
37.8% 

3.3% 

Eliminating small and 
large amount features 

A 
B 
Not sure 

126/180
46/180
8/180

70% 
25.6% 

4.4% 

 

Comparing the two levels of Finland and Helsinki, it is surprising to find that the frequencies are very 
close, which are 60% and 56%, 39.3% and 38%, except more “Not sure” in Helsinki level. By comparing 
each feature side by side in both levels most are consistent except building in Helsinki which were 
selected more for head/tail breaks than Topfer’s, and residential in Helsinki has less head/tail breaks 
frequency than Topfer’s. As discussed above, these differences may be due to the amount problem. 
However grass, road and waterway show very high similarity of frequencies, indicating that maps 
generalized from these two methods do not really vary from a country level to a city level or vice versa. 
The main reason for selecting either method is also quite similar in the two levels (Appendix D).  

Maybe this consistency of selection in levels indicates that the applications of both methods do not vary in 
different levels (or scales). For head/tail breaks, recent literature (Jiang 2013) shows that as long as the 
system is large enough to show hierarchies or scaling property, where system here means time and space, 
this method could be used to find the underlying structure of geographical features universally. As for 
Topfer’s method literature (Mazur and Castner 1990) suggests it should be preferably applied to medium 
scales at largest 1:1,000,000. Scales in this study are mainly relative scales which cannot be measured 
precisely depending on user’s display screen size. However, referring the above scales in an A4 sheet, the 
user test could hardly be in maps scales larger than that.  

Checking individual features, counting both Finland and Helsinki levels, the five features are summed 
according to their frequency percentages. It shows that, in the building, road and waterway features the 
frequencies of head/tail breaks are more than those of Topfer’s method. However in grass there are less 
frequency of head/tail breaks than Topfer, and in residential there are equal frequency of them. 
Considering both grass and residential are areal features, the comparison of the two types of features is 
analysed (Table 7). Overall 47.8% answers selected head/tail breaks method, 48.9% answers selected 
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Topfer’s method and 3.3% selected “Not sure” for areal features, which are building, grass and residential, 
and 73.3% answers selected head/tail breaks method, 23.3% selected Topfer method and 3.3% seleted 
“Not sure” for line features, which are road and waterway. This difference seems to show the preferred 
usage of these two methods is dependent on feature type.  

Table 7: Descriptive statistics of the survey in feature types 

Total After eliminating features 

  Option Frequency Perc Option Frequency Perc 

Areal 
features 

A 86 47.8% A 38 63.3% 

B 88 48.9% B 18 30% 

Not sure 6 3.3% Not sure 4 6.7% 

Line 
features 

A 88 73.3% A 88 73.3% 

B 28 23.3% B 28 23.3% 

Not sure 4 3.3% Not sure 4 6.7% 

 

Based on the frequency percentages, for areal feature type, the selection among the two methods is almost 
the same, despite the little superiority of Topfer method over head/tail breaks. While for line feature type, 
the selection of head/tail breaks is apparently superior to Topfer’s method. However if eliminating the 
four features with amount problem, which are building in Finland, grass in both levels and residential in 
Helsinki, the average frequency for head/tail breaks is 63.3% and Topfer’s method is 30%. Compared 
with line features’ 73.3% and 23.3%, head/tail breaks show not that much weakness in areal features.  

The responders’ selections are related to the comparison of the two methods. Thus it is hard to simply say 
that the head/tail breaks is more preferred (or Topfer’s method is less preferred) in line feature than in 
areal feature. This difference of feature type can be due to either of the two methods. However when 
considering the selection rules of the two feature types, it is very likely to be a reason. That is, Topfer’s 
method changes the 35% selection for areal feature to 50% for line feature. That means Topfer’s method 
does not follow the scaling property for line features. Much more unimportant lines are kept in the 
generalized map. That is why, when compared with the head/tail breaks, Topfer’s method behaves worse 
for line features. 

5.2 Evaluation of the selection answers 

The aim of the histogram questions was to test the responders’ understanding of the two series of maps. In 
every question the frequency values of the correct histogram are higher than that of the wrong one (Table 
8). However the “Not sure” options also show the responders confusion about the data structure behind the 
series maps. The correctness percentage, which is the percentage of right answer, is therefore considered 
in this study. For every geographical feature mostly the correct histogram was selected compared with the 
wrong one and “not sure”, except building and residential in Finland level, and grass in Helsinki level. In 
all, however, the correct answers frequency is counted to be 168 (56%). Besides the half-hearted or 
random responders who have accidently selected the right histogram, this figure shows that the basic 
trained people who well understand the structure behind the generalization and the histogram of it are not 
many.  
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Table 8: Descriptive statistics of the histogram questions 

Finland Helsinki 

  Option Frequency Perc   Option Frequency Perc 

Building 

Right 13 43.3%

Building 

Right 19 63.3%

Wrong 12 40.0% Wrong 7 23.3%

Not sure 5 16.7% Not sure 4 13.3%

Grass 

Right 16 53.3%

Grass 

Right 14 46.7%

Wrong 12 40.0% Wrong 11 36.7%

Not sure 2 6.7% Not sure 5 16.7%

Residential 

Right 15 50.0%

Residential 

Right 16 53.3%

Wrong 10 33.3% Wrong 11 36.7%

Not sure 5 16.7% Not sure 3 10.0%

Road 

Right 18 60.0%

Road 

Right 21 70.0%

Wrong 6 20.0% Wrong 7 23.3%

Not sure 6 20.0% Not sure 2 6.7%

Waterway 

Right 17 56.7%

Waterway 

Right 19 63.3%

Wrong 10 33.3% Wrong 7 23.3%

Not sure 3 10.0% Not sure 4 13.3%

 

In order to further analyze the relation between the correct answers and their selections among the two 
series of maps a Pearson’s chi-square analysis was made (Table 9). The chi-square analysis, also known as 
goodness-of-fit test proposed by Pearson in 1900 is used for testing if two categorical variables are 
dependent on each other (Greenwood and Nikulin 1996). The null hypothesis states the independence of 
the variables, and the excepted count and the observed count should be consistent to support the null 
hypothesis. The criterion is if the calculated significance value is less than 0.05 then the hypothesis is 
rejected, otherwise accepted.  

Table 9: Method and correctness crosstabulation 

 Right Wrong/Not sure Total 

Method A Count 122 52 174 

Expected Count 97.8 76.2 174.0 

Std. Residual 2.4 -2.8  

B Count 41 75 116 

Expected Count 65.2 50.8 116.0 

Std. Residual -3.0 3.4  

Total Count 163 127 290 

Expected Count 163.0 127.0 290.0 

In this chi-square analysis the two variables are the frequency of the methods and their corresponding 
correctness of the histogram question where both wrong and not sure answers are in contrast with the right 
ones. The null hypothesis is that there are no dependent relationship between the method choice and the 
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correctness of histogram question. Two variable data are inputted to the software IBM SPSS statistics 19. 
In the crosstabulation (Table 9) both the raw data and the expected data are shown. The expected count 
should not be too small, normally greater than 5. The significance 0.000 (Table 10) is less than 0.05 which 
also shows that there are significant associations between the variables. 

Table 10: Chi-square tests 

  
Value df 

Asymp. 
Sig. (2-
sided) 

Exact Sig. 
(2-sided) 

Exact Sig. (1-
sided) 

Pearson 
Chi-Square

34.184a 1 .000
    

Continuity 
Correctionb

32.786 1 .000
    

Likelihood 
Ratio 

34.607 1 .000
    

Fisher's 
Exact Test       

.000 .000 

N of Valid 
Cases 

290 
        

a. 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 50.80. 

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table 

To further justify how strong the association is between the two variables, a Cramer’s V test (Cramer 1999) 
is also conducted in the software. The calculated Cramer’s V value is 0.343 (Table 11), which shows a 
medium effect (0.30) between the choice of methods and correctness. That is to say the answers where a 
correct selection of histogram question was made probably simultaneously have a preference to either 
method.  

Table 11: Symmetric measures 

 Value Approx. Sig.

Nominal by Nominal Phi .343 .000 

Cramer's V .343 .000 

N of Valid Cases 290  

In particular, the following bivariate analysis (Table 12) concerns how many correct histograms are 
selected in the answers which selected head/tail breaks (or Topfer’s method). For example, for Finland’s 
building feature, the selection of head/tail breaks and Topfer’s method is almost the same, 15 and 14. 
However, eight correct histograms were selected where the responders selected head/tail breaks, while 
only four correct histograms were selected Topfer’s method. From this it can be seen that from the correct 
answers in histogram questions, most chose head/tail breaks method rather than Topfer method. Also the 
answers where head/tail breaks method was chosen is more valid than Topfer’s method in understanding 
the data structure. This also means the responders who well understand the data structure behind the 
generalized series maps have a higher probability selecting head/tail breaks than Topfer’s method. 
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Table 12: Bivariate analysis of the survey sample and the correct histogram selection 

Finland Helsinki 

  Option Frequency Correct   Option Frequency Correct 

Building 

A 15 8

Building 

A 20 13

B 14 4 B 6 4

Not sure 1 1 Not sure 4 2

Grass 

A 11 10

Grass 

A 10 8

B 19 6 B 19 6

Not sure 0 0 Not sure 1 0

Residential 

A 18 11

Residential 

A 12 11

B 12 4 B 18 5

Not sure 0 0 Not sure 0 0

Road 

A 23 15

Road 

A 22 16

B 7 3 B 7 4

Not sure 0 0 Not sure 1 1

Waterway 

A 23 15

Waterway 

A 20 15

B 7 2 B 7 3

Not sure 0 0 Not sure 3 1

 

5.3 Further Discussions 
It is noted that the generalization selection should answer both “How many to select” and “Which ones” 
questions (Mazur and Castner 1990). In this regard head/tail breaks is suggested to be applied since it 
follows the attributes of geographical feature. The application process is more operable than Topfer’s 
method because it breaks the values of the attribute, not the quantity of the feature. This is easily 
accomplished by extracting a number of elements which are larger than the mean value or eliminating 
elements which smaller than the mean value. One does not have to concern about the number or 
percentage of selection. Unlike the Topfer’s method, the percentage of selection is not artificially decided. 
Artificial percentage may face a situation in ArcGIS that the break have to divide features with the same 
attribute value, which forces the map operators to arbitrarily choose or discard among them. Thus the 
result map would hardly be the same among different operators in the case this method is standardized. 
However this human intervention would not happen when using head/tail breaks which concerns about the 
value but not the percentage. On the other hand, a shortcoming of this is that head/tail breaks method does 
not apply to any given percentage. The scaling ratio should be 1/2 to apply head/tail breaks. A broader 
application of this method is needed in further studies.  

Considering the time limitation of this thesis project, the questionnaire survey went through about two 
weeks and eventually received 30 responders. The responders should all be people with basic 
cartographical knowledge, which brings more difficulties than if using general public. If more research 
time is planned or a larger group of professionals is reached, the research sample should be increased. 
Besides, all data used in this research are all from OSM, which is a freely downloadable online database. 
In this regard the data are limited by just one source. It is a pity that no point feature data with relative 
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indicator is found in this source. If a larger budget for this kind of study is to be used in the future, to 
access more data sources to find valid point data, for example enough amount of cities with their 
populations, a better research will be surely performed.   
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6 Conclusions and future work 

This study performed both head/tail breaks and Topfer’s method in map generalization for totally five 
geographical features in Finland country level and Helsinki city level. It also carried out a questionnaire 
survey to let users evaluate the performances of the two methods in order to find out typical characteristics 
of the two methods. Overall, the head/tail breaks method is more acceptable than Topfer’s method because 
it is more simple and emphatic. The higher correctness related to the selection of head/tail breaks method 
instead of choosing Topfer’s method were also justified by the answers. The responders understood the 
background data structure. However for some features, some responders prefer to choose Topfer’s method 
due to its informative and similar structure to the original map. This is explained, probably, to be a feature 
amount limitation for the head/tail breaks method. Furthermore, the feature type influences the preference 
among the two methods, which is the head/tail breaks is more advantageous for line features than for areal 
features, compared with Topfer’s method. The reason is likely to be that Topfer’s method ignores scaling 
property, namely there are “far more less important things than more important ones” to show in the 
generalized map that head/tail breaks holds in nature. The study tried to compare the two methods in the 
results but did not find significant differences between Finland level and Helsinki level.  

As the head/tail breaks is recently proposed as a classification method it is still in development for 
different purposes and uses for example because it is claimed to capture the underlay scaling structure of 
geographical features. The main implication of this study is that it investigates a generalization method 
that may be more acceptable, the head/tail breaks, than the widely known cognitive Topfer’s method, 
because of its simplicity. Also it found that some factors or limitations for the methods may influence 
people’s preference. This study only involves five features, due to the selection process from the data 
source. Therefore the conclusions in this study do not for provide certain answers for the future. This 
study will work as a footstone for later works in exploring both methods as map generalization methods.  

The three features which have more selections using Topfer’s method, grass in Finland and Helsinki and 
residential in Helsinki, and the equal selection, building in Finland, are all discussed with an amount 
problem. This work needs to be continued to find out the optimal range of amount for head/tail breaks. 
This also has to do with the map scales used. This study provides a reference for further work in terms of 
both amount and scale.  

This study shows that more selections are made for head/tail breaks, and that less selections are made for 
Topfer’s method in line features than in areal features, but the reason is not sure. Further studies should 
therefore avoid to let users select among different methods, but study one method solely to find out the 
reason.  

The result of this study shows that the performances of the two methods do not vary in different levels, 
which are country level and city level. However, because the use of maps in this study is not for 
informative purpose but to show the map readers an overview of the certain geographical feature 
distribution in some areas, the scales involved in the study are relatively small. Further studies should also 
involve bigger scales to examine the selection methods for informative maps. Also, even more levels 
should be included to find out their performances during gradually varied levels. Further studies certainly 
should also consider some big system (in time and space) to show scaling property for head/tail breaks and 
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the suggested scale for Topfer’s method.  

Additionally further research should explore the application for point features, which was not treated in 
this study because of the lack of an indicator.  Even so, the conclusions of this study may still be valuable 
because the majority of map features are in line or polygons (Kazemi et al. 2004, Muller et al. 1995). Also 
some overlap of geographical features should be operated to examine the methods for more complex 
informative uses.     
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Appendix A: Head/tail breaks tables  

This appendix displays the result tables of head/tail breaks for the five geographical features in both 
Finland and Helsinki levels. Among them the road layer in Finland level is referred in Section 2.1.2 for a 
case study to illustrate the mechanism of head/tail breaks. These tables are all operated in Office Excel 
2007 (refer to Yue 2013 for a detailed description about the operations in Appendix B). One can also get 
the automatic table in a head/tail breaks app from the website 
(https://github.com/digmaa/HeadTailBreaks.git) by simply either entering the data or dropping the data 
file.  

Buildings in Finland level: 

Levels Range (m2) Count Mean (m2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.0015-210724 479829 346.85 98332 20.49% 381497 79.51%
2 346.85-210724 98332 1151.29 19529 19.86% 78803 80.14%
3 1151.29-210724 19529 3475.05 4808 24.62% 14721 75.38%
4 3475.05-210724 4808 8337.90 1331 27.68% 3477 72.32%
5 8337.90-210724 1331 16810.89 401 30.13% 930 69.87%
6 16810.89-210724 401 29116.47 116 28.93% 285 71.07%
7 29116.47-210724 116 48483.45 35 30.17% 81 69.83%
8 48483.45-210724 35 76582.56 13 37.14% 22 62.86%
9 76583.56-210724 13 109029.32 5 38.46% 8 61.54%

10 109029.32-210724 5 150963.63 2 40.00% 3 60.00%

Buildings in Helsinki level: 

Levels Range (m2) Count Mean (m2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.7-52211 54737 389.17 13427 24.53% 41310 75.47% 
2 389.17-52211 13427 1119.46 2994 22.30% 10433 77.70% 
3 1119.46-52211 2994 2851.60 753 25.15% 2241 74.85% 
4 2851.60-52211 753 6458.42 209 27.76% 544 72.24% 
5 6458.42-52211 209 12600.42 65 31.10% 144 68.90% 
6 12600.42-52211 65 21271.21 19 29.23% 46 70.77% 
7 21271.21-52211 19 32422.76 9 47.37% 10 52.63% 
8 32422.76-52211 9 41552.13 4 44.44% 5 55.56% 

Grass in Finland level: 

Levels Range (km2) Count Mean (km2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.0000013-1.72 7499 0.0034 1072 14.30% 6427 85.70% 
2 0.0034-1.72 1072 0.020 185 17.26% 887 82.74% 
3 0.020-1.72 185 0.080 40 21.62% 145 78.38% 
4 0.080-1.72 40 0.23 9 22.50% 31 77.50% 
5 0.23-1.72 9 0.58 2 22.22% 7 77.78% 
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Grass in Helsinki level: 
Levels Range (km2) Count Mean (km2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 

1 0.0000013-0.54 1325 0.0014 180 13.58% 1145 86.42% 
2 0.0014-0.54 180 0.0084 24 13.33% 156 86.67% 
3 0.0084-0.54 24 0.042 3 12.50% 21 87.50% 
4 0.042-0.54 3 0.23 1 33.33% 2 66.67% 

Residential in Finland level: 

Levels Range (km2) Count Mean (km2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.00002-6.30 22030 0.03 3611 16.39% 18419 83.61% 
2 0.03-6.30 3611 0.15 913 25.28% 2698 74.72% 
3 0.15-6.30 913 0.38 252 27.60% 661 72.40% 
4 0.38-6.30 252 0.81 67 26.59% 185 73.41% 
5 0.81-6.30 67 1.53 20 29.85% 47 70.15% 
6 1.53-6.30 20 2.54 5 25.00% 15 75.00% 
7 2.54-6.30 5 4.90 2 40.00% 3 60.00% 

Residential in Helsinki level: 

Levels Range (km2) Count Mean (km2) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.00017-1.42 1991 0.019 427 21.45% 1564 78.55% 
2 0.019-1.42 427 0.060 78 18.27% 349 81.73% 
3 0.060-1.42 78 0.186 23 29.49% 55 70.51% 
4 0.19-1.42 23 0.380 5 21.74% 18 78.26% 
5 0.38-1.42 5 0.838 2 40.00% 3 60.00% 

Road in Finland level: 
Levels Range Count Mean In head In head % In tail In tail %

1 1-337 71395 3 13671 19.15% 57724 80.85%
2 3-337 13671 8 2988 21.86% 10683 78.14%
3 8-337 2988 20 735 24.60% 2253 75.40%
4 20-337 735 44 195 26.53% 540 73.47%
5 44-337 195 86 59 30.26% 136 69.74%
6 86-337 59 146 18 30.51% 41 69.49%
7 146-337 18 228 6 33.33% 12 66.67%

Road in Helsinki level: 

Levels Range Count Mean In head In head % In tail In tail %
1 1-224 48673 4 11764 24.17% 36909 75.83%
2 4-224 11764 11 3032 25.77% 8732 74.23%
3 11-224 3032 24 862 28.43% 2170 71.57%
4 24-224 862 43 257 29.81% 605 70.19%
5 43-224 257 68 82 31.91% 175 68.09%
6 68-224 82 99 30 36.59% 52 63.41%
7 99-224 30 132 11 36.67% 19 63.33%
8 132-224 11 167 4 36.36% 7 63.64%
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Waterway in Finland  level: 

Levels Range (km) Count Mean (km) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.0006-271 20649 1.29 2814 13.63% 17835 86.37% 
2 1.29-271 2814 7.61 594 21.11% 2220 78.89% 
3 7.61-271 594 24.86 165 27.78% 429 72.22% 
4 24.86-271 165 53.97 54 32.73% 111 67.27% 
5 53.97-271 54 92.23 15 27.78% 39 72.22% 
6 92.23-271 15 153.11 4 26.67% 11 73.33% 

Waterway in Helsinki  level: 

Levels Range (km) Count Mean (km) In head In head % In tail In tail % 
1 0.0006-6.2 705 0.25 182 25.82% 523 74.18% 
2 0.25-6.2 182 0.74 48 26.37% 134 73.63% 
3 0.74-6.2 48 1.61 13 27.08% 35 72.92% 
4 1.61-6.2 13 3.06 5 38.46% 8 61.54% 
5 3.06-6.2 5 4.27 2 40.00% 3 60.00% 
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Appendix B: Generalization maps in head/tail breaks and Topfer’s method 

Finland building generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):

 

Helsinki building generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):
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Finland grass generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki grass generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):
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Finland residential generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki residential generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):
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Finland road generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki road generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):
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Finland waterway generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki waterway generalization series maps in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right):
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Appendix C: Histograms of generalization 

This appendix shows the histograms of data in the two methods’ generalizations separately, i.e., head/tail 
breaks and Topfer’s method. The histograms of both of the methods are in comparison. In this appendix 
both Finland level and Helsinki level are involved. Among them residential in Helsinki level is referred 
for more descriptions in Section 5.1.  

Finland building histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki building histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Finland grass histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 
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Helsinki grass histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Finland residential histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki residential histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Finland road histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 
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Helsinki road histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Finland waterway histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 

 

Helsinki waterway histograms of generalization in head/tail breaks (left) and Topfer’s method (right): 
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Appendix D: Bivariate analysis of the method selection and the reasons 

Finland 

Feature Option 

Reasons 
Better visual 
fullness and more 
informative  

Better simplicity 
and emphasis 

More similar 
structure to the 
original map 

Better consistency 
among generalized 
maps 

Others reasons 
(specify please) 

Building 
A 4(26.67%) 11(73.33%) 4(26.67%) 7(46.67%) 0 
B 4(28.57%) 8(57.14%) 5(35.71%) 5(35.71%) 0 
Not sure 1(50.00%) 1(50.00%) 1(50.00%) 0 0 

Grass 
A 5(45.45%) 8(72.73%) 2(18.18%) 2(18.18%) 0 
B 9(45.00%) 8(40.00%) 7(35.00%) 6(30.00%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 0 0 

Residential 
A 3(16.67%) 13(72.22%) 8(44.44%) 7(38.89%) 0 
B 7(53.85%) 4(30.77%) 2(15.38%) 5(38.46%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 0 0 

Road 
A 6(25.00%) 16(66.67%) 10(41.67%) 12(50.00%) 0 
B 0 4(57.14%) 0 3(42.86%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 0 0 

Waterway 
A 4(17.39%) 20(86.96%) 8(34.78%) 8(34.78%) 0 
B 5(62.50%) 1(12.50%) 1(12.50%) 3(37.50%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 0 0 

Helsinki 

Feature Option 

Reasons 
Better visual 
fullness and more 
informative  

Better simplicity 
and emphasis 

More similar 
structure to the 
original map 

Better consistency 
among generalized 
maps 

Others reasons 
(specify please) 

Building 
A 6(28.57%) 13(61.90%) 9(42.86%) 8(38.10%) 0 
B 1(16.67%) 2(33.33%) 3(50.00%) 3(50.00%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 1(25.00%) 3(75.00%) 

Grass 
A 4(40.00%) 4(40.00%) 1(10.00%) 4(40.00%) 0 
B 15(75.00%) 4(20.00%) 12(60.00%) 9(45.00%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 1(100.00%) 0 

Residential 
A 3(25.00%) 7(58.33%) 3(25.00%) 3(25.00%) 0 
B 12(63.16%) 6(31.58%) 11(57.89%) 7(36.84%) 0 
Not sure 0 0 0 0 0 

Road 
A 8(36.36%) 13(59.09%) 7(31.82%) 10(45.45%) 0 
B 1(14.29%) 4(57.14%) 1(14.29%) 1(14.29%) 0 
Not sure 1(50.00%) 0 1(50.00%) 1(50.00%) 0 

Waterway 
A 6(30.00%) 12(60.00%) 3(15.00%) 7(35.00%) 0 
B 4(50.00%) 3(37.50%) 5(62.50%) 3(37.50%) 0 
Not sure 0 1(33.33%) 1(33.33%) 0 1(33.33%) 
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Appendix E: Map generalization methods questionnaire / 制图综合方法调查 
This questionnaire will compare two different map generalization methods in two different levels, Finland 
at a country level, and Helsinki, at a city level. We are glad to invite you, who has been working or 
studing in this major, to this questionnaire. Your answers will only be  used for scientific research to help 
understand the characteristics of these methods. 

Imagine you are browsing geographical related magazines, articles, websites or software, which kind of 
map generalization would you like to see in your paper, cellphone or computer? To help you understand 
the senario of this study, a few considerable factors in map generalization by Joao (1998) is related, 
including: 

The purpose of the map: exhibit the overview of the geographical feature (Not for showing specific 
information). 
The region(s) for map: Finland and Helsinki. 
The scales: 4 scales from 1, 1/2, 1/4 to 1/8, in which 1 represents the original map. 
Particular individual undertaking the generalisation:  no individual undertaking (no deformation is 
involved in this study but the selection of amount). 
The taste and knowledge of the user: basic geographic and cartographic knowledge.  
 
The following are maps which show some specific geographical features. The maps are generalized based 
on either area, length or connectivity (e.g., smaller buildings are removed in the very first generalization 
while larger buildings remain). Please compare the two series of maps in all scales and choose the 
better generalized one, and make or choose the explanation. 

本问卷涉及两种地图综合方法的比较，在两种等级下——国家等级是芬兰，城市等级是赫尔辛基。

我们很高兴邀请已经在此专业中学习和工作的您参与这次问卷，您的回答将完全用于科研目的：

理解这两种方法的特质。 

设想您正在使用纸张，手机或电脑等设备浏览地理相关杂志，文章，网页，软件，你更愿意看到

的是哪种综合方式？为了帮助您了解这些综合地图的使用环境，以下结合本次研究指出 Joao 在他

的著作《Causes And Consequences Of Map Generalization》中举出的一些制图综合的因素： 

制图目的：展示地理特征的全貌（而不是具体的信息） 
地区：芬兰和赫尔辛基 
比例尺：1， 1/2， 1/4 和 1/8 四个比例尺，1 均表示未综合的原始地图 
针对性的简化操作：无（本研究没有涉及人为形变，只涉及数量选取） 
用户的知识：基础的地理和制图知识 
 

以下是几个反应地理特征的地图，逐尺度的筛选是根据该特征的面积，连接度或长度进行的 （比

如面积小的建筑在第一次综合过程中首先被去除，面积大的会被保留）。请比较两张系列地图并

选出在所有尺度下都普遍表现比较好的那个，并在选取之后解释或选择理由。 
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Finland level / 芬兰等级 

 

In the below buildings maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是房屋建筑地图，

比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 

○More easy to capture the building distribution / 更便于把握房屋建筑分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the building concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的建筑区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information / 更好的保留了重要信

息，去除了多余信息 * 
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A

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below grass maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是草地地图，比较每

一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
○More easy to capture the grass distribution / 更便于把握草地分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the grass concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的草地区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information / 更好的保留了重要信

息，去除了多余信息 * 
 

 

A

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

B
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Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for 

A?  / 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below residential maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是住宅区地图，

比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
○More easy to capture the residential distribution / 更便于把握住宅区分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the concentrated residential areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的住宅区 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information 更好的保留了重要信息，

去除了多余信息 * 
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A

 

Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below road connectivity maps (connectivity refers to how many other roads the road is connected, 
highly connceted roads in red and lowest connected roads in blue), comparing in all the scales which one 
do you think: / 以下是道路连接度地图（连接度是指一条道路与多少条其他道路有连接，高连接度

的路用红色表示，低连接度的用蓝色表示），比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
○More easy to capture the road distribution / 更便于把握道路分布情况 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 比较原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○better remained the main roads and removed unnecessary roads / 更好的保留了重要道路，去除了多

余道路 * 
 

A

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

 

B
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Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below waterway maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是水路地图，比

较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
 
○More easy to capture the waterway distribution / 更便于把握水路分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the waterway concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的水路区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○better remained the main waterway and removed unnecessary waterway / 更好的保留了重要的水路，

去除了多余的水路 * 
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A

 

Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

Helsinki level 赫尔辛基等级 

 

In the below buildings maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是房屋建筑地图，

比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
 
○More easy to capture the building distribution / 更便于把握房屋建筑分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the building concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的建筑区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
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○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information / 更好的保留了重要信

息，去除了多余信息 * 
 

A

 

Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below grass maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是草地地图，比较每

一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
 
○More easy to capture the grass distribution / 更便于把握草地分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the grass concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的草地区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information / 更好的保留了重要信

息，去除了多余信息 * 
 

A

 

B
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Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below residential maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是住宅区地图，

比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
○More easy to capture the residential distribution / 更便于把握住宅区分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the concentrated residential areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的住宅区 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○Better remaining of main information and removal of unnecessary information 更好的保留了重要信息，

去除了多余信息* 
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A

 

Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below road connectivity maps (connectivity refers to how many other roads the road is connected, 
highly connceted roads in red and lowest connected roads in blue), comparing in all the scales which one 
do you think: / 以下是道路连接度地图（连接度是指一条道路与多少条其他道路有连接，高连接度

的路用红色表示，低连接度的用蓝色表示），比较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
 
○More easy to capture the road distribution / 更便于把握道路分布情况 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 比较原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○better remained the main roads and removed unnecessary roads / 更好的保留了重要道路，去除了多

余道路 * 

 

BA
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

I'm not sure / 我不确定 

In the below waterway maps, comparing in all the scales which one do you think: / 以下是水路地图，比

较每一个尺度后你认为哪一个： 
 
○More easy to capture the waterway distribution / 更便于把握水路分布情况 
○More easy to distinguish the waterway concentrated areas / 更容易分辨相对密集的水路区域 
○More easy to perceive the proper space when checked the original map / 相比原图更便于获得正确的

空间认知感 
○better remained the main waterway and removed unnecessary waterway / 更好的保留了重要的水路，

去除了多余的水路 * 
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A

 

Not sure 不确定 

Why (multi-choice)? / 为什么（可多选）？ * [Multiple] 

Better visual fullness and more informative / 更饱满、信息更全 

Better simplicity and emphasis/ 更简洁地反映重点 

More similar structure to the original map / 与原图更相似 

Better consistency among generalized maps / 几个综合地图之间更一致 

Others reasons (specify please) / 其他原因（请指出） * 

The figures follow show the histograms of the two series of maps above, which one do you think is for A?  

/ 以下是上面两幅系列地图的频率分布直方图，你认为其中哪一个是 A 图的？ * 

 

B
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I'm not sure / 我不确定 


